
INTHE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR DUVAL COUNTY, FLORIDA

IN RE: INVESTIGATION REGARDING ALLEGED
MISCONDUCT OF MATT SHIRK, PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT OF FLORIDA

RESENTMENTOFTHEGRANDJURY

‘The Spring Term, 2014, Duval County Grand Jury, having been convened by the
‘Court and instructed as t0 its duties on May 5, 2014, and having by the required vote of
12 or more of its members elected to conduct an investigation into alleged misconduct of
Mat Shirk, Public Defenderof the 4th Judicial Circuit, has inquired into matters related
thereto. In furtherance of that, the Grand Jury met and heard testimony on June 24, 2014
July 17, 2014, August 21, 2014, September 18, 2014, October 23, 2014, November 13,
2014, and deliberated on December 16, 2014.

In order to complete its work because it could not do so within its normal term, as
the end of that term approached the Grand Jury, again by the required vote of its members
and through the State Attomey, requested that its term be extended. That request was
timely granted by order of the Hon. Donald R. Moran, Jr, Chief Circuit Judge of the 4th
Judicial Circuit.

For the reasons set forth in this Presentment, and after full deliberation and by the
required vote of ts members, the Grand Jury has chosen to return this report to the
‘community of its findings of fact, conclusions and recommendations without making any
Indictment.

BACKGROUND

Beginning in August of 2013,a series of media reports were published regarding
Matt Shirk, the elected Public Defender for the 4th Judicial Circuit. These centered on a
variety of areasofalleged misconduct, some potentially criminal in nature and others
clearly non-criminal but important to the public trust invested in elected officials and
their offices. Many of these latter matters center on the personal conduct of Shirk and
while the Grand Jury believes that the personal life of public figures should be largely a
private matter, when those matters interfere with or undermine the ability of a public
official to fairly, effectively and professionally run his office, create a perception of such
in the public eye, or call into doubt the functioningof a public office, they become
subject to public scrutiny. Indeed, in its charge to the Grand Jury, Chief Judge Moran
instructed the Grand Jury that it has the authority and obligation to "investigate public
offices to determine if they are being conducted according to law and good morals” as
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well as "the powerto investigate the conduct of public affairs by public officials and
employees, including the power to inquire whether those officials are incompetent or lax
in the performance of their duties," and that "if there are reasons to do so the Grand Jury
“should not hesitate to call any public official" before it. Upon making such an inquiry
into matters of governmental administration, the Grand Jury should "when appropriate,
‘make presentment concerning ... general conditions." The Grand Jury is further aware
that the Supreme Court of Florida has said that a Grand Jury has the right to express the
views of the citizenry it represents, that a society such as ours in which we are governed
by representative officials requires citizen review of public action, and that public review
and comment regarding elected officials fosters an understanding and respect for the
‘government, which this Grand Jury believes to be an important function.

‘The vital role of the Public Defenders Office in the criminal justice system, the
importance of the Office’s integrity, and need for public confidence in the performance of
official duties demanded a further inquiry by this Grand Jury. The Public Defenders
Office represents indigent defendants at virtually all levels of the criminal justice system,
and while firm statistical data is difficult to obtain those individuals constitute a large
percentage of all persons who appear before the criminal courts. Both those defendants
and the community must be confident that they are well and adequately represented by an
office that is free from accusations that would cast doubt on or bring ridicule upon its
representation of indigent defendants or the fundamental fairness of the criminal justice
system as a whole.

‘Throughout its inquiry, the Grand Jury has been advised and assisted by State
Attorney William P. Cervone and Assistant State Attorney Adam M. Urra of the 8th
Judicial Circuit, headquartered in Gainesville. Mr. Cervone and Mr. Urra were assigned
that role by the Governor upon the withdrawal of 4th Judicial Circuit State Attorney
Angela Corey from the matter, which was appropriately done to avoid any appearance of
impropriety or improper influence because of the close working relationship between the
4th Circuits State Attomey's Office and Public Defender's Office. The 4th Circuit State
Attorney's Office has had no involvement with or input into this inquiry or Presentment.

Asa final preliminary matter, the Grand Jury recognizes that the origin of his.
inquiry, that being media scrutiny and reports regarding Shirk and his conduct, is not the
‘norm but is in no way inappropriate. In most cases, the Grand Jury's work follows a law
enforcement investigation that has resulted in an arrest or otherwise caused a case to be
brought before the Grand Jury. There has been no law enforcement investigation in this
matter, everything that was considered having been brought forth by the assigned State
Attorney or at the Grand Jury's request. In so doing, the Grand Jury has been mindful of
‘media interests and possible motivations and has striven to avoid any taint that some
‘might ascribe to such. The Grand Jury has also considered the competing motives and
credibility of many of those involved while coming to its conclusions, which are based
solely on the Grand Jury's collective assessment and determination as to all that it has
heard. Finally, the Grand Jury notes for all who read this presentment that it has chosen
not to address other matters that have been publicly discussed based upon lack of
evidence of impropriety or illegality.
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EINDINGSOFFACT

Based on the testimony that it has heard as well as on various documents and
other materials it has reviewed, the Grand Jury finds the following facts to be established.

Matt Shirk was first elected Public Defender of the 4th Judicial Circuit in
November of 2008 and took office in January of 2009. The Fourth Judicial Circuit
includes Clay, Duval, and Nassau Counties and The Public Defender has his headquarters
office in Duval County, as do other criminal justice agencies such as the Circuit Court
and the State Attorney. Shirk was re-elected to a second term in November of 2012, and
that term of office began in January of 2013. At the time of his frst election in 2008,
Shirk was 35 years of age and had never previously held public office. While he had
worked for several years as an Assistant Public Defender and as a private practitioner, at
the time of his election he had not managed an office or staff even remotely approaching
the size of the 4th Judicial Circuit Public Defender’s Office. These circumstances are
relevant to the Grand Jury and germane to the conclusions it has reached.

Shirk faced a problematic transition when he first took office in that, while he had
worked in the office for several years he had never been involved in management or
budget issues. He also was personally inexperienced in handling many of the more
sophisticated types of cases the office routinely is charged with, which was exacerbated
by the resignation or termination of many senior staff attomeys who had that institutional
knowledge and ability. A drastic change in office culture occurred as Shirk implemented
changes he believed were necessary, reaching even to such relatively mundane matters as
attire and office decorum. More significant issues such as hiring and management
policies and procedures were also addressed. For the most pat, despite some conflicts
normally caused by any such transition, those matters were worked through over the
course of his first term in office. By the time his second term of office began, however,
Shirk himself began to exhibita different atitude towards his job that was characterized
by a greater interest in his personal interests than in the office as a whole. This was
noticed especially by several of his administrative and leadership staff.

Shirk and his administrative staff established procedures to be used for
‘employment screenings and hiring. When a position had to be filled externally a
‘committee was appointed to review applicants, conducted initial interviews, and make a
recommendation. A part of this process also included routine background screening. The
final pool of qualified applicants would be presented to Shirk for a decision. In and of
itself, the process provided for an appropriate and systemic approach that would
seemingly result in a fair and open process untainted by any illegal considerations such as
race, age or gender bias. A process for employee evaluations was also in place and
included periodic reviews and appropriate stepped corrective actions such as probationary
periods prior to termination when necessary.
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During Shirk’ first term, the Public Defenders Office re-located to the Jake
Godbolt City Hall Annex building. Renovations to that building in order to accommodate
the Public Defender's Office were paid for by the city, and during that process a request
was made by Shirk's staff for inclusion ofa private bathroom and shower in Shirk's
personal office. The city did not approve that line item expense. Nevertheless, and while
the line item for this was removed from the budget, Shirk and his senior staff included the
private bathroom and shower by re-directing funding approved for other areas of the
renovation to cover the expenses involved. No additional money was spent to
accomplish this, but money was used for purposes that it was not intended for.

“The Godbolt building, as do other city buildings, utilizes an electronic card key
access system that not only allows entry by authorized personnel but also maintains a
record of the use of those card keys. All buildings owned by the City of Jacksonville use
this same security system. The system is set up and maintained by the city, with each
organization having access to the system for their particular needs to their particular
building. Testimony provided by Information Technologies personnel described it as a
hub/spoke system, where the city maintains the central system (the hub) and each
organization has limited access only to their building, like spokes on a wheel.

Data is recorded on a “live” server, maintained and controlled by the city,for90
days. Any alteration using the security software program can affect data recorded within
that 90 day period. All information older than 90 days is consolidated and archived in
secure servers also maintained and controlled by the city. Alterations cannot affect
archived data older than 90 days.

‘The Public Defenders Office had security software which allowed them to grant
individuals key card access attheirdiscretion. Each individual would be assigned a
particular card, with a number associated within the system to that card. The software
‘permits an authorized user to control any given cards level of access, to add a user,
inactivate a user's cards, or delete the card from the system. The program also allows
users to run multiple types of searches. One such search is a global master list to
determine who has a security card granting access to a particular building, The system is
also able to track the use of a particular card during a particular time period. Both of
these searches are generally run by name.

When a card is inactivated, the nameof the user remains associated with the
Keycard number, that particular Keycard simply no longer functions. A search by name
would sill locate the user in the system, as well as recover the record of card usage.
Normal procedure allowed fora user's card to be deactivated upon leaving employment
at the Office of the Public Defender.

‘The system also permits cards to be deleted from the system. Such an action
completely disassociates a user's name from that card and its number. Deleting the card
results in the inability to search for the user's name performing either a global or card use
search.A particular card number may still be searched, but it will no longer be associated
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in the “live” server with the user’s particular name. Records older than 90 days will be
archived, and not affected by a user deleting the card in the system.

In short, deletion removes that prior record from any but the most specific of
searches through archived records. In essence, if a record is deleted it would be
impossible to search past use by name, although that could still be done by the specific
card number assigned to a name. A name search would show nothing, implying no
access or entry under that name.

‘The Public Defenders Office trained two individuals to use the security software
system in question. One was an investigator and the primary operator of the system. The
other was an administrative support staff who had only recently been trained in operating
the software, had limited experience with it, and by her own testimony described herself
as unfamiliar and uncomfortable with it.

‘Three female clerical level employees were hired during 2012 and 2013, and
these women ultimately became the flashpoint for much of what has happened. The
‘Grand Jury finds that none of these women has been at fault in any way. Despite
considerable concerns for their privacy unfortunately their identities largely having been
‘made a par of the public dialog, and must by necessity be included herein to avoid
confusion. The Grand Jury regrets that these women may be once again thrust into the
public spotlight, but views this as one more in a long line of consequences from Shirk’s
imesponsible behavior.

‘The first, Tiffany Ice, was employed in April of 2012 through normal channels but
apparently as a favorto a political supporter of Shirk's. She was initially a part time
employee and despite concerns with her work performance by the Spring of 2013 she had
been transferred to a full time position. She was, however, on a probationary status,
again for issues related to her job performance, during May and June, times that became
relevant.

‘The second, Kaylee Chester, was hired completely out of the normal procedures
adopted by Shirk. Ms. Chester was targeted for employment by Shirk based on her
physical appearance and a photo or social media posting. Shirk directed that she be
located and he then interviewed and hired her himself without any application paperwork,
and simply informed others that she would begin work on a specific day. Ms Chester was
hired fora newly created position even she did not believe she was fully qualified for it.
Office policy required employees to undergo a drug screening prior to beginning
employment. Ms. Chester finally participated in screening as an afterthought, several
weeks ater she began work. Per testimony of Ms. Chester's supervisors and co-workers,
her work product during her relatively brief period of employment, approximately six
weeks, was good.

‘The third, Krystal Coggins, was hired out of the established hiring policy, this
time for an existing vacancy. Shirk inquired of Ms. Chester whether she had any friends
who were seeking a job, and Ms. Chester suggested Ms. Coggins with whom she was
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personally acquainted. Shirk again interviewed and hired this woman himself, without
the normal application or screening process. Ms. Coggins was employed for only two
weeks but her work but her work product was universally acknowledged by her
supervisors as being very good.

From the beginning of Ms. Chester's employment, Shirk was noticeably familiar
and friendly with her. His attentiveness far exceeded the norm for employer-employee
relationships in the work place. While her work station was not immediately adjacent to
his office, he would frequently spend time at her desk socializing. He would take coffee
breaks with her. He would takeherto lunch outside the office. Shirk would bring Ms
Chester along on office visits to outlying counties. It s unclear what role Ms. Chester
filled on such visits, as this was unrelated to any professional responsibility she had. This
relationship was unique, and unlike any he shared with other employees. Shirk would
suggest her participation in outside activities related to the office such as acting as a
scribe for the Public Defender’s Association, a statewide organization of elected Public
Defenders of which Shirk was an officer. Shirk further suggested Ms. Chester
accompany him to Public Defender Association meetings. These meetings were to be
held between six and twelve times a year across the state and frequently required
overnight stays. As the scribe Ms. Chester was to record minutes of those meetings,
although prior to her employment neither Mr. Shirk nor any other Public Defender
apparently brought along an employee solely for that purpose. Despite Shirk's
suggestion, her employment was terminated prior to such a trip occurring. Shirk would
engage in verbal, e-mail and text banter that became flirtatiousif not openly sexually
suggestive. The extent of Shirk’s attention to Ms. Chester provoked considerable office
‘gossip, o the point where several of his closest management employees confronted and
cautioned him. At least one longtime employee was moved to engage him in a tearful
confrontation questioning his actions and motives. Senior employees received complaints
from others that Shirk's relationship was inappropriate and distracting, Shirk was at the
same time although to a lesser extent engaging in the same type of behavior with Ms. Ice,
especially with suggestive and inappropriate text messaging. One such example was an
electronic card sent by Mr. Shirk to Ms. Ice that read “I think if we had sex, there would
be very little awkwardness after”.

“The testimony heard by the Grand Jury clearly establishes that Shirk kept
alcoholic beverages in his personal office during this time. On at least one occasion he
shared those with Ms. Chester and Ms. Ice. This occurred late on an afternoon at the end
of May, 2013, close to the end of or perhaps after formal office hours. Section
154.107(a) of the Jacksonville city code provides that it is unlawful for anyone to "serve
or consume" alcoholic beverages in, among other places,a city building. Shirk had from
early, if not the beginning of his tenure, kept in his personal office an omamental globe
that functions as a sort of bar, including by holding alcoholic beverages. On the occasion
in question, Chester and Ice were in Shirk's office for totally social and non-work related
reasons. Each was provided an alcoholic drink by Shirk. A senior employee who
happened to walk in seeking something work related from Shirk was immediately made
uncomfortable by the conversation and the alcohol use. Part of this conversation
included Mr. Shirk offering use of his private bathroom and shower to Ms. Chester. The
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senior employee later had a private conversation with Shirk regarding his conduct and
professionalism.

Shirk's personal relationships with these women reached a boiling point in on
June 13 of 2013, causing an unpleasant, disruptive and very public confrontation between
his wife and Ms. Ice. From the testimony it has heard, the Grand Jury finds that Shirk's
overly familiar behavior with these young women created at least the appearance of and
likely the belief that he was engaging in extra-marital relations with at least one of them.
‘While there is no testimony to show that to have been true, whatever was happening
certainly created a toxic office environment in which many people were at least
concerned if not offended by Shirk's behavior. Inevitably, the rumors and talk about his
behavior reached Mrs. Shirk and she observed certain text messages on his phone. A
heated argument ensued during which she destroyed his office cell phone. The next day,
when Shirk was not at work, Mrs. Shirk arrived at the Public Defender’s Office,
apparently gaining access through a card key that had been issued to her even though she
was not an employee, and engaged in an angry confrontation with Ms. Ice. Ms. Shirk
ordered Ms. Ice into Shirk’s office, sat down at his desk, and informed Ms. Ice that she
would either have to resign or she would be summarily fired.

Shirk ordered all three women’s employment be terminated. This was done solely
because Shirk's wife delivered-an ultimatum to him that the women were to be fired, or
she would leave him. ‘Shirk relayed this directive to Ron Mallet, his Chief of Staff, who
‘summarily and without explanation to them fired Ms. Chester and Ms. Coggins as Shirk
had ordered. Ms. Ice remained employed, and was placed on a periodof probation, a
decision based on perceived poor work performance and not related to Ms. Shirk’s
actions. Mallet did not believe Ms. Ice’s immediate termination was appropriate under
those circumstances, and suggested to Shirk that she be retained for the duration of that
probationary term. However, Ms. Ice wasnot allowed to complete that probationary
period, instead being fired a few days later as Shirk's wife had demanded of him. On June
16, 2013 Shirk authored an email to Mallet ordering him to terminate Ms. Ice as well. In
August of 2013, Shirk issued a statement claiming that "[Alny employment decisions are
based on well-established office policy which takes into consideration budgetary and
staffing needs." italics added) This is clearly not so, at least as applicable to these three
women, each of whom was fired at Shirk’ direction purely for the personal motive of
tryingto solve the marital problems that he himself created.

In mid-August 2013 Mallet communicated with Shirk about cancelling Mrs.
Shirk key card, which Shirk agreed should be done. As previously stated, there were two
employees at the Public Defenders Office trained to use the key card security software.
Mallet chose to ask the less experienced employee who had expressed unfamiliarity with
the system to cancel Ms. Shirk’s keycard, along with that of the card given to the couple’s
‘young son. Mallets decision to utilize this far less experienced employee with no
‘raining or background in security or familiarity with the program is puzzling at best, and
speaks to the lack of care, comprehension, and attention to detail he displayed throughout
this matter. Regardless, this employee did as Mallet instructed, initially deactivated Ms.
Shirk’ card, and returned to Mallet to see if this was sufficient. Mallet demanded again
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that she be removed from the system. Records obtained from the security system indicate
this employee then ran a global access report, which still would have shown Mis. Shirk
as having a card, albeit deactivated and useless. Only then did the employee go back into
the system and delete Ms. Shirk's card altogether. Shortly after Shirk’s son's card was
deleted as well. While there is a suggestion that this was done to prevent another such
episode, the time gap between Mrs. Shirk confrontation with Ms. Ice on June 13, 2013
and the deletion of her card key data on August 14, 2013 is inconsistent with that reason.
Of greater likelihood was that beginning in mid-July 2013, and intervening between the
two events, was the onslaught of media and other public records requests, including about
building access. Regardless, Mallet had the deletion processed by another employee
despite her concern that doing 50 was not appropriate, which she did only because Mallet,
her supervisor, directed her to do so. Whether Mallet understood that deleting Ms. Shirks
card would alter a public record maintained on the 90 day server is unclear, but this
‘Grand Jury finds ithighly unprofessional and concerning that an employee with a
position such as Chief of Staff lacked a basic understanding of such an important system
that maintains records protected under state law. This is another reflection on the poor
training, systems, and safeguards instituted by Mr. Shirk and his administration, all of
which practically invited incidents such as this.

‘While all of this was happening during the summer months of 2013, Shirk was by
‘many accounts simply unavailable to and uninvolved in the office. In part he was on
scheduled vacation leave. In part he was out of the office but on office business. In
larger part, he was absent because he was attempting to repair his marriage. Regardless.
of the specifics, at least some key supervisors did not feel that they could reach Shirk for
decisions or direction that he needed to provide as the elected head of the office. Some
supervisors and management level employees had already noticed that since the
beginning of his second term Shirk had become less engaged and more focused on his
personal interests than on office management. In particular, when rumors and innuendo
were flying Shirk never effectively communicated to his office or staff the nature of what
happened or ensured that the office would continue on with business as scheduled,
despite his and the office’s reputation being consistently on display in local media. This
fostered an environment where people had continual concern for their employment, as
well as the employment of their colleagues and supervisors. That situation reached a head
during this time when the office was most in need of leadership. Instead, there was none
or close to none, at least from Shirk, as the public exposure that eventually culminated
with the Grand Jury's involvement built.

‘The Cristian Fernandez. Case

‘The acts and events described above are concerning in their own right but there is
a far more serious concen reflecting a lack of professional behavior that causes the
Grand Jury to question the ability of Shirk to conduct public affars as they should be.
‘The State of Florida requires every attomey to take an oath upon admission to the Bar
that in part requires the attorney to swear, “I will maintain the confidence and preserve
inviolate the secrets of my clients.” Itis the failure to uphold this oath that the Grand
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Jury now concerns itselfwith. This centers on his representation of Cristian Femandez, a
12 year old (at the time) charged with murder in a case that became a community focal
point in 2012. Throughout its inquiry, the Grand Jury has declined to consider various
‘complaints brought to its attention from individuals represented by the Public Defender’s
Office who allege poor legal representation or mis-handling of their cases, believing that
to be outside of the Grand Jury's charge and concluding that doing so would do no more
than ratify second guessing from those with a perhaps unwarranted grievance. Other
forums exist for that when it is appropriate. The Fernandez case, however, is different,
not because of the stakes involved for that defendant but because of the direct
involvement of Shirk and becauseofhis actions and what they reflect regarding ethical
mis-conduct on his part. Itis important to remember in this regard that as the headofan
agency that employs many new and inexperienced attorneys Shirk must set a standard by
his own conduct for others to lear from and follow. For many, Shirk exists as the face of
criminal defense in this city and community. Shirk’s failure to abide by basic precepts of
ethical conduct casts doubts and aspersions upon the competency of his office, in spite of
the competent work of many attorneys in his employ.

As a predicate to what follows, the Grand Jury has reviewed provisions of the
Florida Bar's Rules of Professional Conduct, which govern the conduct of all attorneys.
licensed to practice law in the state. Specifically, Rule 4-1.6, which relates to and is
entitled Confidentiality Of Information, provides in pertinent part that "A lawyer must not
reveal information relating to representation of a client except as [otherwise provided]
unless the client gives informed consent.” The Bar's commentary to this Rule states that
"A fundamental principle in the client-lawyer relationship is that, in the absence of the
client's informed consent, the lawyer must not reveal information related to the
representation.” Other provisions of the Rules make it clear that this prohibition applies
equally to a former client. “Informed Consent" is nota difficult concept and is explained
by the Rules as denoting agreement after adequate information and explanation. In the
case ofaminor of such age as Femandez, it seems axiomatic that informed consent must
necessarily be given at least if not exclusively by the minor's guardian.

Again from the testimony it has received the Grand Jury finds the following facts
to be established. In early 2011 Cristian Femandez, a 12 year old child, was arrested for
the murder of his younger brother. Due to his age Fernandez was initially retained in the
juvenile justice system, and appointed an experienced assistant public defender to
represent him. This assistant public defender soon approached Shirk about the nature of
the case and his concerns about how the State Attorney's Office might proceed, but at this
stage Shirk showed litle involvement or interest.

‘The situation changed drastically when the Office of the State Attomey for the 4*
Circuit exercised their discretion and indicted Fernandez as an adult for First Degree
Murder, exposing the boy to a possible mandatory sentence of life in prison. Fernandez
was remarkably young to be indicted for First Degree Murder, and the case drew a
marked amount of local, national, and international attention.
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In responseto this news a group of experienced, qualified, and well respected
private attomeys approached Shirk and the Public Defenders office to offer their
considerable resources, expertise, and assistance to facilitate an effective and aggressive
defense. This group of “private attomeys” offered their assistance for free, and expressed
a willingness to operate solely ina background capacity. Shirk and the Public Defender’s
Office accepted this offer, and for a period of time the groups worked in relative
harmony.

During this period, strategy meetings were held on a semi-regular basis at the
Offices of the Public Defender. These meetings provided attorneys and staff the ability to
discuss privileged material such as litigation strategy. During one such meeting a
‘member of this “private group” raised concerns that members of a foreign documentary
crew, a crew following the Fernandez case as part of a documentary highlighting juvenile
justice in America, were present and had access to such litigation strategy sessions where
privileged material would be discussed. Due to concerns over the disclosure of such
privilege information, the meeting was stopped a the request of this private attomey.

In December 2011 Mr. Femandez was appointed a Guardian Ad Litem by the
court. This Guardian Ad Litem was to stand in a position of parental authority to Mr.
Fernandez, and serve as an advocate for the best interests of the child. Shortly after, the
‘Guardian Ad Litem filed a motion with the court requesting substitution of counsel, in
which the Public Defender’s Office would be replaced with the group of private
attorneys. This transition was acrimonious, but the Court entered such an order
authorizing substitution of counsel in February of 2012

Femandez entered a plea in February of 2013 to multiple offenses and was
sentenced. This was after a motion to suppress certain statements of Femandez was
‘granted, in large part because the Court found, based upon the testimony of several
experts, that Fernandez’ young age and mental development made him unable to
understand fundamental legal principles such as his right to remain silent and right to an
attorney. As a result, the Court found no such waiver could ever be knowing and
voluntary.

Shortly after Femandez entered a plea, and within the thirty day period which the
‘Guardian Ad Litem was still appointed by the court o represent Fernandez, Shirk gave an
interview with the aforementioned documentary crew. During the end of that interview
Shirk made the following statement “Let me tell you what Cristian told me...” Shirk then
proceeded to recounta version of events surrounding the crime that Femandez disclosed
to Shirk, in an apparent privileged capacity. This disclosure came to light when the
documentary aired in July of 2014

Itis clear Femandez’s statements, should they have actually occurred, were
privileged communication to his attorney. The Grand Jury was not provided with any
credible evidence, such as documents, notations, or memorandum that Fernandez ever
authorized a waiver of attomey-client privilege. Further testimony indicated that there
was a lack of any such notation in the file. Additionally, no attomey or Guardian Ad
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Litem had been contacted by Shirk regardinga waiver of privilege or disclosure of
privileged information. Testimony indicated that Femandez denies waiving attorney
client privilege.

‘While Shirk claims he did obtain some sort of waiver from Fernandez during the
period of the Public Defenders representation, when Femandez was a child, the Grand
Jury does not find such testimony credible. Moreover, in a light most favorable to Shirk,
even had such a waiver been obtained, it is unlikely such a waiver would be valid given
Femandez’s age and the courts findings on a similar matter on the Motion to Suppress.
Finally, it is inconceivable that an attorney of Shirk’s experience and position would
engage in such public disclosure of indisputably privileged information without
consulting the child's legal guardians or attorneys, which did not occur.

ConclusionsAndRecommendations

Much if not all of what has come to the public's attention in terms of mis-conduct
by Shirk at the Public Defender's Office can be traced directly to the failure of Shirk
himself to abide by his own office policies regarding hiring and firing. It should go
without saying that policies and procedures are only effective if followed. When the
leaderof an organization chooses to bypass established policies and procedures the
‘message is inevitably sent to others that those policies and procedures are no more
reliable or valuable than the paper they are printed on. When the reason for them being
ignored is apparently for personal purposes, as the Grand Jury concludes happened with
Shirk, the message is even more inappropriate. Not only did Shirks actions call him and
his office's reputation into question and reduce both to soap opera levels of courthouse
and public gossip, but also they unfairly affected the lives of the three women involved
directly. All three were terminated solely to allow Shirk to try to make amends to his
wife for his inappropriate actions. While the Grand Jury appreciates Shirk’s claim that he
would always choose the preservation of his marriage over that of professional concerns,
this Grand Jury notes that Shirk always had the option to resign in order to prioritize his
stated concerns, but instead elected to terminate the careers of three women who had
done nothing wrong, exposing them to considerable public embarrassment. One has
initiated a law suit over her termination and while it is not within the Grand Jury's
purview to comment on the efficacy of that case it is beyond dispute that at a minimum
public resources and money must nowbe expended in defending that action, and more
could be at risk should there be an ending to tha suit that is adverseto the Public
Defender's Office. An entirely avoidable lawsuit that puts the public purse at risk,
contributes to the unraveling ofoffice morale and public confidence in the Public
Defender's Office, is intolerable. The fact that such a lawsuit serves as a time consuming
distraction that may potentially take Public Defender’s Office employees away from their
legitimate business at the expense of the taxpayers is of particular note for a politician
‘who so frequently trumpets his fiscal responsibility. It isof great concern to this Grand
Jury that Shirk’s behavior will expose the taxpayers of this Circuit or State to significant
financial loss. Such reckless behavior can neither be condoned nor permitted. In an era in
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which political activity is an ongoing and never-ending race to the bottom, this Grand
Jury must draw the line somewhere so that alleged public servants can be put on notice
that citizens will hold them accountable. It is a maxim often uttered but rarely acted upon
that politicians serve at the will and pleasure of the people. When they fail to do so, itis
the people who must hold them responsible.

As to Shirk himself, the Grand Jury concludes that he has engaged in
inappropriate relationships with persons over whom he had supervisory authority. These
relationships transcended what might be considered to be within the norm in a
professional workplace and constitute behavior that lessens the confidence of the public
in those responsible and in their ability to effectively manage an important public office.
As such the Grand Jury strongly reprimands Shirk for his behavior.

‘While perhapsdeminimis in nature, the Grand Jury likewise cannot condone the
use of alcohol by Shirk in his office, if only for the simple reason that it is a criminal
violation of city code provisions that specifically provide that alcohol consumption in city
buildings such as the Public Defenders Office is a criminal violation. Shirk, a criminal
defense attomey and the elected head of the Circuits largest criminal defense law firm,
surely knew of the applicable ordinance and even more surely is charged with knowing of
it. Indeed, literally hundreds of such cases are filed against others each year and while
the Grand Jury has not conducted a case by case review to differentiate cases that occur
in public parks, for example, from those that might occur in public offices such as Shirk's,
that distinction is legally meaningless. That this offense is of comparatively minor
significance is also legally meaningless. The only reason the Grand Jury has not indicted
Mr. Shirk for this offense is because it would not be in the Grand Jury's view, a prudent
expenditure of public funds to proceed on such a case.

Compounding the displeasure the Grand Jury expresses, Shirk was not merely
drinking by himself, or drinking with ranking staff members, or arguably entertaining
outsiders with whom that might be considered appropriate for social or professional
reasons but for the illegality involved. He was, instead, continuing the pattern of
inappropriate behavior discussed above in a way that cannot but call his judgment into
question

Further, all alcoholic beverages must be removed from and not returned to Shirk's
personal office or the building occupied by the Public Defender's Office. Compliance
with city code in this regard is an absolute.

‘The Grand Jury recommends and indeed expects that the rules set down for
‘management of public offices, specifically the Public Defender’s Office, be not just
thoughtfully drawn, as was the case here, but also that they be followed by all involved,
including the head of the organization. Had Shirk done so, much of what has consumed
so much time and attention might never have transpired.

‘The Grand Jury next notes that Florida has a strong public records policy that
requires the maintenance of documentation by public offices as to official business, not
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for the purpose of obstructing or making the functioning of public offices difficult but
rather so that the public can be assured that those offices are conducting business
appropriately. The importance of these laws is underscored by the fact that violations of
them can under some circumstances even constitute a felony criminal offense punishable
by imprisonment. At its most basic level, Florida law requires that "[Plublic records shall
be maintained and preserved" as provided for in statute.

From the testimony the Grand Jury has heard, deletion of the data regarding
Shirk's wife's entry card key amounts to alteration of a public record, which would be
contrary to law. That the nature of this data might be considered inconsequential or of
litle relevance to the functioning of the Public Defender's Office is meaningless. That
the City of Jacksonville was the custodian of such record is meaningless, all agencies
have a responsibility to maintain and not alter existing public records they have access to.

“The Grand Jury concludes that Mallet believed that the removal of Mis. Shirk’s
key card information would somehow prevent knowledge of what had happened with
Mrs. Shirk from being publically confirmed. The Grand Jury has considered retuming an
Indictment for these actions, but chooses not to do so, first as to the employee who
literally accomplished the deletion because of the impossible position she was placed in
by her supervisor, and second as to Mallet becauseas a long time private sector employee
he was unfamiliar with the requirements of public records maintenance, and the results of
his actions were intentional. The fault for this rests solely with Shirk as the elected
official responsible for compliance in such matters. The Grand Jury has heard no
evidence showing that Shirk was himself actively complicit in this deletion of records,
and he is accordingly not subject to Indictment for it either. What he is at fault for is his
failure to have established adequate policies to ensure that public records requirements.
were followed and to have ensured that his staff was adequately trained to do so.

‘The Public Defenders Office lacked any official policy regarding the compliance
with, raining procedures, or safeguard to ensure that Florida's Public Records laws were
adhered to. The fact that as of this presentment there are inadequate procedures for the
aforementioned in place, is of great concern to this Grand Jury.

“The Grand Jury makes the following recommendations to ensure that such
failures will be avoided in the future. Recommendations:

1) Sufficient data storage for compliance with public records laws must be planned
for and obtained.

2) Proper training for public records requirements must be instituted for all
employees,

3) Appropriate safeguards must be put in place to ensure that public records request
are recorded and responded to in an efficient, timely and complete manner and
that the record of such requests is retained.

4) Clear and concise office policy must be implemented and followed.
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Alaw review article brought to the Grand Jury's attention during its discussions
‘makes the following point: "In the age of revelation, sensitive information will come to
light whether it ought to or not. Whether it is our love lives or political strategies, all will
come to light. For better or worse, everything from furtive street crimes to genomes will
come to light." Recent history is replete with examples of what might have in another
day and age remained private conduct- or mis-conduct- becoming very public
knowledge, accompanied by disgrace, downfall, embarrassment and loss of respect for
both individuals and institutions. Political leaders, religious leaders, military leaders,
business leaders, sports and entertainment figures, national, international, and local - all
have fallen victim to the consequences of their personal foibles. While it may or may not
be that persons in the public eye are subjected to a double standard in how they conduct
their personal affairs, they nonetheless are held to a higher and different standard than
those who they represent, govern, lead or otherwise influence. How else could they make
the rest of us or our society better?

Perhaps people, politicians, and managers have always behaved the way Shirk
has. Certainly some have. Perhaps it is a function of individual character or immaturity.
Regardless, we live in an age where there are both different expectations, at least for our
elected officials, and enormous transparency, voluntary or not, known or not. This report
is intended to be a cautionary warning to more than just Shirk. In summary fashion, if
this were a parliamentary proceeding then this Presentment should be read as a vote of no
confidence in Shirk's leadership and ability to hold the office of Public Defender. He has
put his personal interests first and has acted asif his office was a playpen intended to
amuse and indulge his whims. In so doing, he has shownhimself to be lacking the
‘maturity to hold that office and possessed of an entitlement mentality that is simply
unacceptable. That Shirk's unethical conduct has meanwhile endangered the reputation of
his entire office is inexcusable. The lawyers and staff of the Fourth Circuit Public
Defenders Office, deserve better than a leader whose actions embarrass them and call
their own work into question.

‘The Grand Jury does not write this Presentment with the intent of castigating or
embarrassing Shirk or anyone else involved in these matters. Rather, we report our
findings and conclusions with the expectation that they will be taken seriously and that
lessons will be learned by all. The Grand Jury believes that not just it as a body but the
community as a whole is entitled to expect its elected officials to comport themselves
with maturity and an understanding that the position of public trust bestowed upon them
will be taken seriously. No elected official who conducts him or herself and the business
of his or her office with honor need fear recrimination. Elected officials who cannot or
will not do so, however, are not and should not be above criticism, including the
searching eye of a Grand Jury, the constituency being served, and the electorate that puts
them in office to begin with.
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FINALRECOMMENDATIONS

All of that having been said, and in a light of ts lack of confidence in Shirk, the
‘Grand Jury makes the following final recommendations and requests:

1. Forall of the reasons and facts outlined herein, and based on the Grand Jury’s
belief that he is not fit to serve in the position he holds, the Grand Jury calls upon
Shirk to immediately resign from his position as Public Defender of the Fourth
Judicial Circuit.

2. The Governor of the State of Florida shall be provided with a copy of this
Presentment by the State Attomey, along with the request of the Grand Jury that
the Governor consider the removal of Shirk from office should he not resign
therefrom. The Grand Jury does not believe that simply waiting for the next
election cycle in 2016 or allowing political processes to intervene adequately
addresses the immediate needs of the community. To allow Shirk to remain in
office for one more day than is absolutely necessary, exposes citizens of this
‘community to unnecessary financial and legal risk.

3. The State Attomey is also directed to provide a copy of this Presentment to both
the Florida Bar and the Florida Commission on Ethics for their review, most
particularly to as to the matters contained herein regarding Cristian Femandez,
with the request of the Grand Jury that each review the remedies available to it
and institute appropriate action. The Grand Jury is aware of the limitations
involved with each but believes that it is essential that those forums be involved.

Dated this ___ day of December, 2014,

Foreperson of the Grand Jury,

Clerk of the Grand Jury
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1 certify that as required by law I have advised the Grand Jury as to all
applicable law in this matter.

William P. Cervone
State Attorney, Eighth Judicial Circuit
By Executive Assignment Of The Governor
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